Overview of MELL Videos for TEA 2007-2008


Video #2— TEA ACCIÓN Curriculum Highlight: 10 minute: Table of contents, Summer Camp Model/Master Teacher highlights & interviews about camp teaching methods, math related curriculum, special needs students, other curriculum extensions (e.g., different grade levels, etc.)-all these by means of teacher interviews, teachers teaching children, (using hands-on lessons).

Video #3— TEA ACCIÓN Curriculum Highlight For the Spanish Speakers: 10 minute Spanish video with English subtitles: Overview of the Project through interviews with teachers in Spanish, teachers teaching children in Spanish (hands-on lessons). Same as #2 but in Spanish.

Video #4-5++—*MELL in ACTION: Two complete lessons for Teachers: 60 minutes+ video: Two excellent teachers with different teaching styles at different grade levels, each teaching one complete lesson to the ESL students (With each tape will be a complete lesson plan by the teacher in the video that describes how to do this lesson in the classroom.) One high school level and one middle school level video.

*It is anticipated that the MELL in ACTION videos may be expanded to include more than two teachers offering lessons in pre-specified content areas of high demand.